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Having traveled to a number of countries, I usually try to find a book that will give me

comprehensive information about my destination. Fodor's 2013 "Alaska Ports of Call" is probably

one of the most thorough and well thought out travel companion text that I've ever encountered. It's

detail actually helped me determine which cruise line I would use, the cruise route, and the tours to

take. I hope future editions are as good.

This book was very valuable in helping us know about our cruise to alaska..the ports of callhelped



us decided what to do and where to go..It was great and everything described was justas it

said..Definitely use Fodors anytime we go anywhere...

I wanted a book about Alaska ports of calls since I've not been there and where I work sells a lot of

cruises that go there. Clients have lots of questions so I decided that this book would be a good

asset and it would tell me what I needed to know instead of lots of information on Alaska that would

be interesting but not helpful in my job. Great price and Fodor's always makes good reading.

A great over view of the Alaska Cruise cities.... Not much detail, which is fine for the purpose of the

book. We were hoping for more detail, yet during the cruise it gave us everything we needed. We

would recommend the book.

This has been an interesting and informative book for preparing our Cruise to Alaska. Informative is

presented on each cruise line and various ports of call with on shore excursions. Very useful for

planning our trip.

This gave us a lot of information about the cruising options as well as the ports that we would be

visiting. We used this book in choosing our activities and what we wanted to do in each port. This

was great because with limited time in each place, you want to have a plan. Do research distance

from the port to a destination and how you're going to get there. We had originally planned on

visiting the Alaska Brewing Co, but the bus leaves at certain times and we wouldn't be able to do

that and see the glacier. We made do with shopping in the Alaska brewing store and drinking at the

Red Dog Tavern. Happy travels!

Was not as detailed as I was expecting. Would like more suggestions on trips off of boat. Would like

more detail of what to see and how to get there.

The book was comprehensive, and the information was readily accessible. The well designed Index

and Table of Contents enabled me to find the info I needed in a short period of time
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